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The CHA.Id.MA.N (India): I declare open the one hundred and forty-third plenary 

meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. 
As I happen to be in the chair at this meeting, which is the first that has been 

held since a certain important statement was made, I feel the Conference would wish me to 

refer to that statement before calling on the first speaker for today. 
I have in mind the most important and encouraging announcement which was me.il •: hy 

the President of the United States, l'lir. Kennedy, in a speech which he delivered at the 
; :. : 

American University on 10 June. I should like to read into the record a relevarit"part 

of that announcement. It is as follows: 
" ••• Chairman Khrushchev, :Pr.ime ;,~inister iviacmillan and I have agrEted that 

hi €;~1-level discussions will sho_rtly begin in :Moscow looking towards 
early agreement on a COIDP~ehens.ive test ban treaty. Our hopes must be 

tempered with the caution _o:f hi.story 
hopes of all mankind. 11 (ENDC/95,p. 6) 

but with our hopes go the 

I would suggest that this ·agreement between t he Pre!" i dent :of the Unit-ed States, 

the Chairman of the Council of 'h.iinisters of the Soviet Union, and the Prime I,iinister of 
the United Kingdom shows their joint determination and will to reach agreement on the 

test ban issue -- an agreement which has been under consideration for five years at 
Geneva and which, I am sure, we would agree the peoples of the world _conE;;ider now to 
be overdue. I am sure that we all should welcome this expression of determination, 
faith and will to reach agreement, and I presume that in due course our co-Chairmen 
will give us a little more information officially about this development. 

uir. SIMOVIC (Czechoslovakia) (translation from Russian): _ At! _op_j~ctive 

analysis of the proposals, arguments and results of the discussion of paragraphs 5(b) 
and 5(c) of the agreed programme .of work (ENDC/1/Add.J}, namely, the elimination of 
nuclear weapon delivery vehicles .and the reduction of conventional armaments, is bound 

to raise the question why no result has been achieved so far in the negotiations on 

general and complete disarmament.· It appears that the socialist - countries and the -States 
i .. :· 

members of NATO approach the main tasks of our Committee · in al'together: different ways. 

l'le deeply regret that, despite all thP. efforts exerted and all the arguments put 

forward during the past months of our negotiations by the delegations of the socialist 
countries, we have still not succeeded in convincing our partners representing the 

NATO countries that the threat of a nuclear war 'vhich is hanging so directly over mankind, 

as well as the specific characteristics of nuclear missile weapons, require the adoption 
of drastic, effective, and immediate disarmament measure_ . As the Czechoslovak delegation 
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an-i ~.;he delegations .o: .the other socialist countries have convincingly shown, the 

Scvi(;i Union's proposals open up a sure way to the achievement of this aim (ENDC/2/Rev.l). 

On the other hand, the way recommended to us by the delegations of the NATO 
countries for the a~hievement of this aim is protr~cted1 ineffective and--considering 

the na·ture of nuclee,r missile wcapoD.s-- dangerous, .and for this reaso11 una.cceptable. 

This a1:>plies to the questions we haYe discussed so far, and also to item 5(d), which is 

now u~der consideration. 

1'.C.e Czechoslovak d.elegation listened. ·.,ith great interest to the repeated 

expla:l'\tions offerod on 15 }lb.y (E..T\J'OC/PV.l32,, pp. 32 et seq.) and. on 5 June (ENDC/PV .140) 

by t -he United S1;ates ropresentativa on the. so~called '1Jhilosopby'~ ,of the. United States 

appro~ch to th~ solution of , .the problem of ~ dis~rmament. Basically, itt• .. St~lle summed 

up t:'!:lis so-called ,;Philosopby,of the ,United St.ates approach in the following wor,ds: 
11 ,.,.~ the United States ha.s .r "3ached the conclusion that. the .most feasi'Qle 1 

e9.uitable ~d politicall;y: sound ,me1f~od .~f reac~ing our:. COUIID.Qn objective 

is through a gradual and p;r:ogresf:l~ve, ,redu;etion of th,e military capability 

of States in the areas of ex,isting .a,l'l"amo,nts, that is, mor.e or less across . . . . . .. ~ ' . . 

the board, with; _s:qch progr:essi:ve re4uct~on extendillg over the whole process 

of disarmament. 11 (ENDC/PV.l<:O,f• 13 ) 
Let us see how .tpis principle o,f :t}}e, :United States approach to the question of 

dise,rmcment fits t}le solution of th~ prol:>lem we are de&:ling with, namely, nuclear 

disa::mament in stage .1 of general ~d . c9mpJete disarmament • . 

As we well know, ou:r task is to discuss and re~?!JIIllend effective measures which 

would lead in the very first stn,ge of disarmament to the elimination of the tlu'eat , of a 

nucl,cr :r, :c_onflict. To achieve this aim, the United States and its allies. propos~ in 

t!-.ra . .fir~t place to halt the production of f,issionable ola.terials for m,ili tary purposes, 
. . : ~ . . . '· .i ,. . 

in partic~ar uranium 23~ and plu~onium1 ·. as we.ll as to transfer about 50 tons of 

v.ran;_um 235 from milita::-y tp .. :pea~l'!fu'!. produc~ion in the United States and the Soviet 

Union. 

When speaking a9out. the We.ster1,11 propp$al~ , on, 5 .. .;1\lD,e, t~iX. Stel;l.e . di.d not hesitate to 

assert, that they would be a practical measure to put an end to the armaments race. As 

reg~:.:-ds the transfer of fissionable materials, he said: ; ·, . ~ i . . 

"••• such transfer would reduce the capability of the resp~ctive States 

of producing nuclear weapons and thus would be a real measure of disariJI8Dlent. 11 . '·. . .. . 

, (ENDC/PV.l40 1 p o 17 J. 
· , · · · . .. . .. ~ .l . 
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llith the best will in the world, it is difficult to bring this assertion of the 
United States representative into line with rea.li~. The cessation of the production of 
fissionable materials by itself can in no way halt the armaments race. There would be 
nothing to prevent the development of new types of nuclear weapons and their production 
by drawing on the existing stocks of these materials. We find it difficult to understand 
what led the United States delegation to such a categorical and unfounded assertion. 

As regards the proposed transfer of 50 tons of fissionable materials to peaceful 
purposes, this would likewise have no practical significance from the standpoint of 
reducing the danger of a nuclear conflict, as has a.lrea~ been pointed out by the 
delegations of the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of Bulgaria.. 

The representatives of the countries members of NATO know very well, for example, 
that the quantities of fissionable materials a.lrea.qy produced in the United States are 
so great that further production is . unne.cessary and meaningless even from the military 
standpoint, and that in a. certain sense there has even been an "overproduction"• 

In the past we ourselves have alreaqy pointed out the existence of huge stockpiles 
of fissionable materials which have been accumulated in the United States. Permit me ~ 
quote again the words of the United States author, ~a. R.E. Lapp, who states on page 43 
of his book Kill and Overkill, in referring to stockpiles of fissionable materials: 
(continued in English) 

"By 1967, a.t the present rate, the fissionable stockpile will reach some 
1,000 tons-- equal to 2001000 Hiroshima. bombs! Bear in mind that this 
material m~ be used as a trigger for H-bombs, which multiply the 
explosive power . ma.ny times •••" 

(continued in Russian) 

We have already had the opportuni~-- as the delegations of the other socialist 
countries have also had-- to point out in this connexion that the stockpiles of nuclear 
weapons existing in the world are so great that there is hardly aQY need from the military 
standpoint to increase them still further. Instead of giving lengthy explanations~ I 
shoul~ like ~ quote the words of another Unites States writer, :Mr. A. T. Hadley, who as 
far back as 1961 stated with regard to the stockpiles of nuclear weapons existing in the 
United States that& 
(continued in English) 

"•.•• the weapons in the United States stockpile have an explosive power 
roughly eq~valent to 35 kilomegatons (35 billion tons of TNT) ••• 

••• In the form of Ti~ this much explosive power would fill c string of freight cars 
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stretching from the earth to the moon and back 15 times •••" (The Nation's 

Safety and Arms Control, page 3) 
(continued in Russian): 

It is therefore obvious that the transfer of 50 or even more tons of uranium 
235 to peaceful uses would not really solve anything, not to mention the one-sidedness 
of this proposal, since it would not apply to the United Y~ngdom and France. 

Thus a sober evaluation of the actual situation does not support the assertions 
of the United States representative in regard to the significance of the measures he has 
proposed in the field of fissionable materials. These measures would not slow down the 
armaments race; they are not decisive as regards the further production of nuclear 
weapons, and therefore, they are anything but an "effective disarmament measure", 
(ENOC/PV.l40, p.l" to use the words of hlr. Stelle. 

Let us now tru~e a look at the other aspects of the proposals of the Western Powers 
in regard to the cessation of the production of fissionable materials for military 
purposes. The United States draft treaty states the following: 

"The Parties to the Treaty would submit to the International Disarmament 
Organization a declaration listing by name, location and production capacit,y 
every facility under their jurisdiction capa}?le of producing and processing 
fissionable materials at the agreed date." (ENDC/30 1 p.8) 

It further states: 
"••• the International Disarmament Organization would verify the foregoing 
measures at declared facilities". (ibid.) 
Consequently, without any real disarmament measures in the field of nuclear 

weapons, there would be international control over facilities producing ~d processing 
fissionable materials. In practice this would mean that the foreign inspectors would 
obtain the most precise data regarding the overall production capacity of the State 
concerned, not only with regard to the quantity of these weapons but also with regard 
to their quality, their various possible uses, explosive power, specific characteristics 
and so .on. That this would indeed be the situation is evident in a wider context from 
the arguments contained in the document submitted last year by the United Kingdom 
delegation on control of fissile material production (ENDC/60). 

The proposals of the Western Powers are not in keeping with the principle that the 
scope and nature of the control measures should be determined by the scope and nature 
of the disarmament measures. They would mean control without disarmament with all the 
dangerous consequences which would ensue for the security of States. 
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The implementation of the United States proposals would not lead to reducing 

the nuclear threat; on the contrary, the proposed control would make it possible-- given 

the retention or, rather, a slight reduction of the existing stockpiles of fissionable 
materials-- to obtain information which could then be used for improving one's own 
nuclear weapons. This would lead to a further increase of tension, increased mistrust 

and a further accumulation of nuclear armaments. 
I leave aside the fact that such control without disarmament would also lead to 

extensive industrial espionage, since the nuclear industr,y directly reflects the results 
of the all-round technological progress of a countr,y and the level of development of its 
key branches of industr,y. 

:t'or this reason it is difficult to avoid the impression that with their proposals 
in the ' field of fissionable materials, the Western Powers are trying in another. way to 
achieve in many respects what they were unable to achieve with the notorious Baruch Plan. 

In studying the views of the Western Powers with regard to item 5(d) of the agenda, 
our delegation also noted the amazing efforts made on 29 i.Iay by the United Kingdom 
representative, Mr. Godber, to prove that it is impossible to carr,y out 100 per --:-1t 
control over past production of fissionable materials for military purposes. lie 
concluded that: 

"We may, therefore, be unlikely to be nble to nchieve complete, total nuclear 
disarmament until we can establish peace-keeping machinery ••• " (EN.OC:/PV.l38,p.41) 
Perhaps I am again running the risk of being accused by the United Kingdom 

representative of distorting the meaning of his statement. That is why I have- quoted, 
as I did on 7 June (ENDC/PV.l41 ) the Horcls 

own words. 
of the verbatim record, uir. Godber' s 

This assertion of the United Kingdom representati"'T2 leads us to two conclusions: 

First, if the situation is really as Mr. Godher says it is, if there is a possibility 
of concealing up to 20 per cent of the fissionable tnaterials produced in the past with 
a view to using them for the production of nuclear weapons, then would it not be right 

to solve the problem of the elimination of nuclear weapons in a drastic and qualitative 

manner, in the sense of the proposals of the Soviet Union? Only the complete elimination 
of nuclear weapons in the first or second stages of disarmament (the choice here lies, 

as we know, with the Western Powers) ooder strict international control or the 
neutralization of nuclear weapons through the destruction of their means of delivery, 
could definitely eliminate the threat of a nuclear war. 
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If Mr. Godber's efforts were really aimed at achieving progress in the question 

of disa.rmament and if he were consistent in his reasoning, then hewould have to agree 

to 100 per cent destruction of the means of delivery, in accordance with the Soviet 

Union's proposal, which lays down a realistic way out of the situation in question. 

But no such consistency can be found in Iv~. Godber 1 s reasoning. Therefore we are 

bound to draw the other conclusion, namely, that the United Kingdom delegation wishes 

to u~e the impossibility of having 100 per cent control of past production of fissionable 

me:Leria.ls for military purposes as a new, additional argument in support of the alleged 

i~os~ibility of carrying out a programme of nuclear disarmament and, consequently, 

general and complete disarmament altogether. 

It is clear that this so-called "philosophy" of the United States' fundamental 

appron.ch to disarmament in the case of item 5(d) does not. lead us to our objective, not 

to mention the fact that the authors of the, United States Outline of Basic P'rovisions 

of a Treaty on General and Complete Disarmament (ENDC/30) apparently felt that the 

much-vaunted method of across-the-board percentage reduction in the field of nuclear 

disar:,:a:nent was too radical and for this reason they coyly refrain from mentioninci it, 

:Blii';:facts are inescapable, and the facts show convincingly that it is not the 

United SJ.;ates draft treaty but the Soviet draft treaty whichlays downa reliable way 

a .. l:::o in the field of nuclear disarmament. The Western Powers are faceq with a choice: 

either to neutralize nuclear weapone: by eliminating their oenns of delivery or to des~.:.rGy 

t~-w wctt::_Joli's themselves in the first or second stage. No t}fird cour::;e will lead to ou:c 

ohjectiv~~ 

Tl-1e Soviet representative, lilr. Tsarapkin, has alreaey dealt very thoroughly with 

the provisions of article 22 of the Soviet; draft treaty on general and complete 

disa:rrr:ament (ENDC/2/Rev.l) on 5 June (ENDC/PV.l40,p.27) 1 and therefore I do not cc!l.sider 

it ncccssa~ to repeat what he said. 

I should like t~ c~plmsize, however, that the strict international control envisaged 

in the Soviet draft treaty provides reliable guarantees that the danger of a nuclear war 

would really be eliminate<L Simultaneously with the elimination of the means of delivery 

of nuclceor weapons there would no longer be any grounds for the fears of the Western 

Pr,vrcrs c.bout vrhat would happen if a State were to conceal a certain number of nuclear 

we~por..s~ 

I began nr.t statement today with a polemic against the "philosophy" of the United 

States' ftmdamental approach to the idisarmament problem and I intend to conclude in a 

like manner. How can one escape the conviction that this so-called "philosophy" 
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expounded by the Urii ted States and its NATO allies in this forum and in all other places 

where disarmament is being discussed is merely a screen to hide the real philospqy of 

the military and strategic plans and way of thinking, which dominates in .the West? 
It is a screen to hide the ::?Olicy of accelerating the nuclear armaments race, the policy 

based on nuclear weapons, which, according to the Secreta~ of Defence of the United 
States, lilr. :Mcnamara, are intended to be "an effective instrument of national policy" 

af ~ the United States. 
But the delegations of the Socialist countries have alrea~ repeatedly spoken 

here about this. 
The policy based on nuclear weapons, of which, you, the i1Testern representatives, 

are making a veritable fetish, is the real reason why you do not wish to go _with the 
socialist and non-aligned countries along the path of drastic measures in the field of 
nuclear disarmament. Your Outline of Basic Provisions of a Treaty on General and 
Complete Disarmament provides no satisfactory and convincing guarantees that you will 
ever agree to give up nuclear weapons. 

It is appropriate, of course, to note that you have never given a satisfactory 
reply to the question whether the armed forces which would remain at the disposal of the 
Security Council after the implementation of disarmament would have nuclear weapons in 
thair equipment. 

Instead of effective disarmament measures in the field of nuclear weapons as 
~roposed by the socialist countries, all you wish to do in stage 1 is to entrust a group 
of exJ?erts with the "examination" of this problem, and in stage II, that is, under the 
United States plan, after the lapse of six years, there would be only a certain "reduction' 
of the number of nuclear weapons. 

The so-called partial reduction of the number of nuclear weapons under the 
Western Powers' plan, in view of the immense quantity of existing stockpiles of these 
weapon~, is of no practical significance. This has been unequivocally confirmed by the 

well-lmown British writer, Hedley Bull, in his book The Control of the Arms Race. 
I quote his words from page 102: 

(continued in English) 

"Such a reduction of stockpiles may not be of military significancea the 

American stockpile of nuclear weapons, for example, is said to be greatly in 

excess of American milita~ requirements for purposes of war and deterrencer 

to constitute, in the ugly jargon of the day, an "overkill capacity". Reduction 
of this stockpile may be taken a considerable distance 1 without affecting the 

capacity of the United States to threaten other Powers ••• 11 
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The nuclear danger threatening the world calls for a more realistic approach to 

the problem of nuclear weapons, for the withdrawal of nuclear weapons from the 
armaments of armies, for the total destruction of all stockpiles and the cessation of 
their production. The clinging to these weapons and the feverish nuclear armaments 
race are too precarious a basis and too dangerous a path both for peace throughout 

the WOI'ld and for ensuring the national security of individual countries. 
The proposals of the socialist countries for the elimination of the threat of a 

nuclear danger do not at all mean that "because you cannot do everything you should 
do nothing11

1 as the United States representative tried to assert on 5 June 
(ENDC/PV.l40,p.l7). They spring from a realistic awareness of the danger threatening 

mankind and from a sincere desire to put an end to it as quickly as possible. For this 
reason, th£> Soviet proposals of the soci&list countries and not the proposals of the 
West represent the most reliable, practicable and quickest way to the fulfilment of 
our main task, in which the whole of mankind is vitally interested, namely, the 
elimination of the threat and possibility of the outbreak of a nuclear conflict. This 
is the philosophy of our approach to the disarmament problem. 

iWr. STELLE (United States): Mr. Chairman, in your opening remarks you were 
good enough to refer to the address delivered this Monday, 10 June, by the President 
of the United States. Since the greatest part of that address was devoted to matters 
directly related to the objective pursued by our Committee, we are requesting the 
Secretariat to circulate a major portion of it as a Conference document. What the 
President had to say can serve as an inspiration to us in our arduous but lofty pursuit. 
All of us have on occasion experienced moments of discouragement, as the objective we 
have been tr,ying to reach has appeared to be so remote. We all know that our ultimate 

goal will require a great deal of patience and serious effort, persistence and 
perseverance. We know also that attention to the more immediate problems where 
agreements could be achieved promptly, and where appropriate measures could be 

implemented with relative ease, would assist us in our longer range efforts. For we could 

not only find satisfaction by seeing early tangible results of our work, but also help 
tci lay the foundation for our ultimate objective of general and complete disarmament 
in a peaceful world. 
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The Pres.ident sug~ested that we fccus on a practical 1 attainable peace, based, 

a.s he said, 

"no·:. on a sudden revolution in human nature but en a gradual evolution in 

human institutions -- on a scrica of con~rete actions and effective 

agreements which are in the interebt::: of dl concerned. 11 (ENDC/95,p.2) 

Such concrete actions and effective a grec::aonts can ra,nge from the most modest to th~ 

most far-reachin~, and the United St~te~ heTe has proposed various measures in each of 

those categories. These mcc.st~re<; have been de:::igned to break the vicious and dangerous 

circle in which ''le now fj"l.d ourselves 1 n. vicious circle to usc the President's words: 

"with suspicion on o::J.e side bre~ding 1~1~;:;picion en the other, and new weapons 

begetting counter-weapons. 11 ~~0id , .!.P.!.--4} 
For example, the United States has proposed initial measures in a number of fields. 

They include steps for reducing the ri$k of ;.war by accident, miscalculation, or failure 

of communicationJ and ''~"e here 2-re g:tatifieil tha~.; on at lea~-::, one suoh. step the United 

States and the Soviet Union appHar lio be approaching agreement. 

Oti:er United States propo::;als proYide fc :t concrete steps in general and complete 

disarmament. Among them are our firs·h st3.ge proposals (ENDC/JO,pp. 8 ~t seq.) in one 

important area of disarmament currently under disc~ssion in our Committee, that of 

nuclear disarmament. A cut-off of p roduction of finsionable materials for weapons 

:purposes and tr':Lnsfer by tho United St?.tes ar.d tl:e Soviet Union of significant quantities 

of S "clCh materials to non-weapons use.s V'ould, i .n our view, represent a really significant 

start on the road of nuclear C:isarmaTTJ.ent, for it wculd assist us in breaking the spiral 

of the nuclear arms race a.nd curtaEing the r.ucle~tr capabilities of States. Those 

measures, and ·the arrangements also proposed by the United States to prevent the spree,d 

of independent ntlClear capabilities to individual nations not now having such a 

. capability, would, we· be, ieve, unC:oubted.ly la~r the groundwork for further, more far-

reaching steps in ;,his ·. field dur.inc ~~1e subsequent stages of the disarmament process. 

Another mear:ure in 't.he unclear field, 2-nd a measure where the United States believes, 

and where I think we all bel:i.cv-e, conc~ ::- t e l'tction can be taken very promptly, is, of 

course, the nucle:1r test ban t::es.t .• · ~l which we have been working for almost five years. 

It is an area in which 1 as the ·president ~'1- id, 11 ••• a fresh sta,:rt is badly needed ••• 11 

(ENr:c/95,p."6). Not only would this fi:::::t ~· t ep mee:.::nre mark a t).lrnicg point in the 
. . ! . 

u pward spiral of the arms race, buJv it would also be ~ measu::::-~ to begin to meet head-on 

·h~1e :.t_)roblem of the prolifer.:!.tion of nut:Je r..!': YlP. apons. In adQ.i tion, an effective nuclear 

test ban would also end whatever harmful e ffects there me.y be from the radioactive 

fall-out Tesul ting from nuclear ~~Jesting ,, 
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In his address ·t.he P.resident announced two specific actions in the effort of the 

United States to achieve promptly a nuclear t~st ban treaty. F~rst, in order to ensure 
that continuing nego-!iiations on a nuclear test ban trea:ty ~;houldproceed in a renewed 

atmosphere of hope, and ~t the same time to ensure that all pass~b+e steps are taken to 
a-voi1 further introduction of radioactivity in the atmosphere,of tpe earth, the President 
anno,mced that the United States ha1 undertaken a declaration of self-restraint with . . 
respect·to atmospheric testing. Specifically, the President said: 

11 1 now declare that the United States does not propose to conduct nuclear 
tests in the atmosphere so long as other States do not do so. We will not 
be the first to resume .. " (ibid.) 
The President pointed out that this declaration of self-restraint would make clear 

the good faith and solemn convictions of the United St~tes 'rith regard to a nuclear 
test ban treaty. He pointed out~ however, that his declaration was no substitute for 
a formal, binding treaty~ just as a test ban itself would be no substitute for 
disarmament. But the P~esident indicated that the hope of the United States was that 
the declaration would be a stepping-stone to a test ban treaty, as we hope a test ban 
treaty will be a stepping-stone to disarmament. 

Secondly, the President made tae announcement, whic~ our Chairman has alreaqy read 
into the record of our Conference, in which he said: 

11 Chairman Khrushchev1 Prime :Wri.nister i..ia.cmillan and I have agreed that 
high-level discussions will shortly begin in hloscow looking towards early 
agreement on a comprehensive test ban treaty. Our hopes must be tempered. 
with the caution of history -- but with our hopes go ·the bopes of all .. 
mankind." (ibid.) 

This last announcement of the President does much to make our work here even more 
significant, fo:t' clearly major assistance to our efforts here could flow.from those 
meetings which will take place in Moscow. Success in this .field will do much, we all 
know~ Jlio promote progress in disarmament. 

Eowever, while "rork:ing ou those more immediate problems we should: never lose sight 
of our ultimate objective of general and complete disarmament in a peaceful world, and 

we should continue to exert our best efforts towards achieving it. The President 
reaffirmed this when he said: 

11 0ur primary long--range interest in Geneva, howev:er, is general and 
complete di;,;armaiilen·t -- designed to tal{.e 'place by stages permitting parallel 
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political developments to build the new institutions of peace which would 

take the place of arms. The pursuit of disarmament has been an effort of 

this Government since the 1920's. It has been urgently sought by the 

past three Administrations. And, however dim the prospects are today, we 

intend to continue this effort -- to continue it in order that all countries, 

including our own, can better grasp what the problems and the possibilities 

of disarmament are. 11 (ibid.) 
This is indeed the task which has been assigned to this Committee. It is, we 

all know, a grave responsibility, but not an impossible one, because, as the 

President said: 

"Our problems are man-made. Therefore, they can be solved by man. 

And man can be as big as he wants. No problem of human destiny is 
beyond human beings. ~~n's reason and spirit have often solved the 
seemingly unsolvable -- ' and we believe they can do it again. 11 (ibid.p.2) 

ltlr. ivJACOVESCU (Romania): The meeting of our Committee is devoted today, as 

·was the meeting of Wednesday last, 5 June {ENDC/PV.l40) 1 to the consideration of point 
5{d) of the co-Chairmen's recommendations for working procedures relating to the first 
stage of the treaty on general and complete disarmament {ENDC/l/Add.3) as adopted by 
our Committee. 

l;~ statement today will be confined to the analysis of the relevant paragraphs of 
chapters C and G {stage I) of the Outline of Basic Provisions of a Treaty on General and 

Com2lete Disarmament in a peaceful world {ENDC/30) submitted by the United States 
Government. Before proceeding to that analysis I should like, however, to make certain 
2oints in order precisely to facilitate the understanding of the following considerations 

with regard to the proposals put forth by the United States delegation in the above-

mentioned document. 

The ~tomanian delegation holds the opinion tl:at any measure submitted to this 

Corrtmi ttee ought to contribute to ·-: eneral and cor;xplete disarmament, to t l:.e speedy removal 

of the danger of nuclear war -- that it ought to be efficient and feasible. The value 

of any proposal can be measured only in relation to the fulfilment of those criteria 
which stem fr~m the primary task of this Committee: the drafting of a treaty on general 

and complete disarmament which should save mankind from war in general and from a 

nuclear 'mr in particular. In the light of those criteria, the delegation of the 

Romanian l ' eople' s Republic wishes to give its opinion regarding the proposals which are 
before us. 
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The United ;States outline of basic pro-yo!,sions of, a :tr~aty on g~n~ral and complete 

disarmament· prdposes •.four. ineasUl:es il;l the fi~l;d of nucle,ar ·4isarmament ~n stage I. 

' Two of them, ' namely , the.prohibition .of nuclef!.,r weapon tests and'the: undertaking of 

obligations with regard to the non-proliferation o£ nucle~r .weapons• represe~t separate, 

fndepEmdent points on this Gommi ttee 1 s . age:Qda~ Consequently they have been and are still 

to be · dis~hssed. For that reason the Romanian ,delegation does not propose to refer to 

them today• · We have done so in the p~st and we shall be doing so in the future, at the 

appropriate time. We shall dwell, however, on the other t\YO measures: the halting of 

the production of fissionable materials for use in nuclear weapons and the transfer of 

certBin quantities of fissionable materials for peaceful purposes. 

As a ·result of a careful examination, the Romanian delegation, like the other 

· ' so~ialist delegations, has reached the conclusion that the proposal on the cessation 

of the production of fissionable materials does not ans,yer the afore-m~ntioned cri i>eria; 

the:.t is, it does not in fact contribute to general and complete disarmament, does not 

remove the danger of nuclear war, and is not efficient. If we cons.ider the real 

situ.ation, in its complexity and;with all it~ implications, we cannot fail to arrive 

at. the conclusion that the proposal of the United States Governm~~t has ~rave short-

comings which cpndemn it from the start. 

First of all 1 the measure, if carried into effect, would not in the least affect ... .... . 
the masshre stockpiles of nuclear wea.Pons now in existence. No single nuclear warhead 

would be eliminated from, those stockpiles. Such a measure could be of significance only 

~vithin the; context of the destruction of the stockpile~ of nuclear weapons and of the 

tre.nsfer of all stocks of fissionable materials to be used exclusively for peaceful ends. 

Consequently, one cannot describe it as a meas\U"e apt to remove or even to reduce the 

dange1" of nuclear wa.-r. 

Secondly, we note that, :i.n their _general outlook, .the United States and the other 

Western Powers do not rely on the idea ot: cqs.eo~tinuing th~ manufacturing of new nuclear 

weapons, but precisely the reverse., . In accordance with this conception, the process of 

mc.uufsctur~c new and more nuclee.r weapons would go on. Thus, there will be a 

continuation of. the a.cquisi tion of ,idle s:fiockpiles of nuclear we~.pons, W~'liCll .-:- in the 

recent words of President Kennedy - .- "can only destroy and can never create". 

(EimC/95,p.l) Consequently, that is not a. measure ap.t' to be con~ucive to general and 

con.Jllete · disarmament, nor is :i. t l,ilf.ely to bring about the red-qction of the nuclear 

war danger. 
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Thirdly, the proposal of the United States Government tends to establish control 

over the whole nuclear industry of States. and such control is to be carried out under 

circumstances when, according to the United States outline, no genuine measure in the 
field of nuclear disarmament would be implemented.. Basically, this is nothing else but 

control prior to disarmament, control without disarmament. 
I am convinced that nobody in '-.his hall and beyond its walls can earnestly believe 

that a State might ever agree to submit its entire nuclear industry to control, while the 

stockpiles of nuclear weapons remained untouched. No State can possibly accept such an 

encroacrillOOnt upon the interests of its national security and upon the security of other 
States. Consequently, one cannot call it a feasible measure. 

Why, then, are such proposals submitted to us --proposals which neither lead to 
general and complete disarmament nor contribute to the removal of the nuclear war danger, 
and wl~ich are not feasible? Are such proposals consonant with our task of drafting the 
treaty on general and complete disarmament? 

I shall pass now to the proposal made by tl1e United States Government that a 

quantity of 50 tons of uranium-235 be transferred to peaceful pur-.l?oses both by the 
United States and by the Soviet Union. Let us examine it closely and let us go into its 
essence and its implications. 

At our meeting of 15 !Yiay the representative of the United States, i\.ir. Stelle, 
described the United States proposal as: "an important measure of nuclear disarmament 11 • 

i1i.r. Stelle stated that in the following context: 
"Let there be no mistake about the effect of a transfer of a 

significant quantity of uranium-235 of weapons-grade quality to non-weapons 
uses. Coupled with the cut-off of production of such material, any 
transfer of such material, regardless of whether the material came from 

weapons themselves or from ti1e pipeline, would affect directly the size of 
nuclear stockpiles and consequently represent an important measure of 
nuclear disarmament." {ENDC/PV.l32, p.34) 

1ir. Stelle then went on to re-state what he termed the belief of the United States 
delegation that: 

11 • -.. significant transfer of nuclear material, in connexion with a cut-off of 

_.:; roduction, would be the best means of getting the large nuclear stockpiles 

now in the hands of certain States reduced at the earliest possible time. 

~:ly delegation also believes that States should have discretion concerning 
whetJ.1er the materials to be transferred would come from weapons already 

produced or from material stockpiled for eventual production of weapons. 11 (ibicl,~_1.2) 
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1-lr. Stelle described this as being "a flexible arrangement". (~) 
Let us try to decode the contents of these laudative appraisals. An objective 

scruti~ of the proposals made by the United States Government leads to the conclusion 

that their implementation would not be of any real significance so far as nuclear 
disarmament is concerned. In common with the halting of the production of fissionable 

materials for use in nuclear weapons, the transfer of a quantity of such materials to 

peaceful purposes does not affect the stockpiles of atomic and l~drogen bombs. As a 

resUlt of such a measure not even a single bomb would disappear from the arsenals of 
States. 

The transfer of a qUantity of fissionable materials to peaceful purposes does 

not exclude, but rather implies, the continuation of the Ilia.nufacture of new nuclear 

weapons. One might say that that is a gratuitous statement, or we might even be 
aceused .. of appealing to "popUlar emotions". lfe beg to assur·e the representatives of · the 

· W~~t~rh Pow~rs, who sometimes charge us · with this, that today we appeal to reason, · to 
calriul~tions arid to' figures, and that we' are going to do some·'piain arithmetic. 

On 29 : i'iiay the leader of the United ' Kingdbm delegation, l1Iro Godher, was good 
I . . 

'enough to provide us with some data which ar:e of a· 'nature 'to substantiate the 
conclusion I have cited. Minister of State Godber told us on that occasion 

(ENOC/PV.l38,p~43) that, according to urto:fficid assessments, the United States stock-
pile of highly enridhed Ur~:~.nium..o2J5 was Sollie 300 to 350 met:ric tons a year or two ago. 
By the way, he failed to mention the stockpiles of plutonium...;2J9 of the United States, 
which, accordihg to the estimates of certain American scientists, amounted by. the 
beginning of 1960" to'· sotrie 40 to 50 tons. · According to i.!r. Godber, 15 metric tons of 
highly enriched uranium-235 would probably be about enough to make l,UOO atomic bombs 
of the type dropped 1on hiroshima. 

Proceeding from those data, let us see what practical significance the transfer 
to peaceful purposes of a quantity of 50 tons of uranium-235 would offer. It woUld 

mean that after such a transfer the United States, even on the assumption that the 
production of fissionable materials for milita~ purposes were halted, would have enough 

fissionable materials to produce 161 000 to 20,000 more atomic bombs of the type dropped 

on Iiiroshima. In other words, this would mean that the United States would have the 

capacity to produce, after the transfer was carried out, enough atomic bombs to destroy 

161 000 to 20,000 towns of the size of hiroshiina. If we consider that in the meantime 
those stockpiles have been even further increased, and if we consider also the stockpiles 
of plutonium-239, the picture gTows even more complete. 
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Consequently, if .we were to implement the measures advocated in the United States 

proposal, by the end of stage I of the process of general and complete disarmament the 

United States stockpiles of nuclear weapons would be increased by at least 50 per cent. 

In s~lort, by the end of stage I the United States would have at its disposal not the 

40,000 nuclear warheads which it is believed to possess now but at least 60,000. Adding 
to tnis the fact that, according to the United States proposals, after stage I the 
United States would still posses~ -;J per cent of its nuclear weapon delivery vehicles, 

we realize that an utterly paradoxical situation would be thus reached: by the end of 

stage I the military potential of the Uui ted States not only would fail to be diminished 

but would be considerably inc~eased. 
Let us proceed with our analysis of the proposals made by the United States 

Government. Even if we were to overlook -- and could we possibly overlook? -- the 
afore-mentioned shortcomings, the United States proposal would still not be acceptable. 
It refers only to the Soviet Union and the United States, while omitting the United 
Kingdom and France, which are nuclear Powers, member countries of NATO and allies of the 
United States. That omission is not lacking in significance, and we feel that it is not 

ac~idental either. 
Let us take the example of the United Kingdom. In order to refresh the memory of 

my colleagues, I should like to recall that on 7 September 1962 Sir Michael Wright 
stated in this Committee: 

" ... the United Iangdom will soon be perhaps the largest producer of 
plutonium in the world and certainly the largest civil producer." 
(ENDC/PV.82, p. 37) 

How, that is an element which cannot be dismissed as a "negligible quantity". 

On tDe other hand, one knows that the United States does import plutonium from the 
United Kingdom. Here may I be allr~·~ed to give a brief quotation from the work The 

Spread of Nuclear Weapons by Leonard Beaton and John Maddox, published in England in 

1962 under the sponsorship of the Institute for Strategic Studies. Ilere is what we 
read on page 5: 

"It is significant that the United States has apparently been 
acquiring Plutonium from the United Kingdom even .though the amounts 

of fissile Uranium available in North America are far greater than 

can be needed for the purely military progTamme". 
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Those two elements, which I do not propose to analyse in depth today, testify that 

military advantages would be created for the >Western Powers. 

Now I should like to speak briefly about the assurance given by I¥a-. Stelle that 

the materials to be transferred 

"would come from weapons already· produced or from material stockpiled 

for eventual production of weapons. " (EN.DC/f'V .132 ,p. 35) 

That is a.n aspect which can on no account alter the fundamentals of the issue. The 

invariable feature here is tha.tthe production of nuclear weapons out of the qU&ntities 

of fissionable materials retained goes on unhampered. What would be ta.lten out of the 

nuclear warheads could be · qtr:i:te easily replaced. We feel bound to state that we 

believe that this is no· ' disarmament measure but rather a. military necessity which 

mili ta.ry men call "refreshing the ammunition". 

Thus we come to the statement made by lvir, Stelle regarding a flexible arrangement. 

In connexion with that statement I would only say that any time we deal with proposals 

which have nothing in common with genuine . disarmament measure.s we really find a great 

flexibility on the part of the United States delegation. In _our view, flexibility, 

elasticity, the negotiating spirit, should materialize in. ,the field of effective 

disarmament measures. It is in that field that we shoulCL lilte to find the flexibility 

of the United States dele~ation, and not in connexion with a problem antipodal to 

disarmament. 

We have presented to this Committee some arguments which lead objectively to the 

conclusion that the United States proposals in the field of nuclear disarmament in the 

first stage do not answer the major challenge of. our era the elimination of nuclear 

danger. But does this challenge find a solution in the measures proposed by the 

United States for stages II and III of the process of general and complete disarmament? 

The answer to this question is of a. nature to round up the significance of the United 

States proposals for stage I. From this point of view I can only express ~ agreement 

with the words uttered by the United Kingdom representative on 29 ivi&.y when he said 

that: 

"Stage I measures cannot always be considered in complete isolation 

from stage II and stage III measures." (EN.DC/PV.l38,p.39) 
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It is true that the United States document contains certain proposals relating to 

the reduction of nuclear weapons in stage II and their eventual elimination in 
stage III. But, on examining those provisions we find that they are conditional upon 

the results of certain studies that would have to be carried out in the first stage. 
Therefore, it results that the United States proposals do not provide for firm and 
concrete obligations with respect to nuclear armaments since they are limited to the 
mere outline of prospects for studies during stage I and, depending on tbose studies, 
the conclusion of special arrangements for those weapons. 

That being so, it can only surprise us and set us thinking that from a plan related 
to the drafting of a treaty on general and complete disarmament we find missing 
precisely the specific obligations with regard to the most destructive of weapons. As I 
already had the opportunity of stating on 22 J:,iay 1962 1 this means that instead of a 
disarmament treaty containing explicit obligations with ~egard to nuclear weapons, we 
,·rill get what the Romans used to call a pactum de contrahendo, that is, a pact containing 
only the obligation to conclude another pact. T'herefore, the essential deficiency of 
the Outline of Basic Provisions of a Treaty on General and Complete Disarmament 
submitted by the United States (E.J.l"DC/30) consists precisely in that it gives no glimpse 
of a. prospect for the nuclear danger to be eliminated either in stage I or stage II, 

or even in stage III. 
On the other hand, the United States outline, as well as the interventions made 

in this Committee by the representatives of the WesternPowers, do not give a clear 
answer to the question concerning the armaments to be at the disposal of the 
international forces. Vfl1at is essential in this respect is that the United States 
and the other Western Powers do not exclude the possibility of equipping such forces 
with nuclear weapons. 

Finally 1 I should like to recall the opposition of the Western Powers to the 
proposal to ban the use of nuclear weapons. The Committee will remember the refusal of 
the representatives of the Western Powers to accept the proposal made by the Soviet Union 
aiming at the "prohibition of nuclear weapons and other types of weapons of mass 
destruction". ~he double parentheses containing this proviso of point 2(b) of t~1e 

working draft of Part I of the Treaty on General and Complete Disarmament of 31 l;lay 1962 
(ENDC/40/Rev.l) are a standing proof of that position. 

In that connexion it is relevant to recall that the United States, the United 
:~int;dom, France, Italy and Canada - all the Western members of our Committee -- voted 
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against .the declaration on the prohibition of the'use of nuclear and thermonuclear 

weapons adopted by the United Nations General As·sembly on 24 November ' l961. Moreover, 

the United States delegation on that occasion even voted against the para~Taph in the 

:preamble of that declaration which readsas follows: 

"Believing that the use of weapons of mass destruction, such as nuclear 

and thermonuclear weapons, is a direct negation of the high ideals and 

objectives which the United Nations has been establis:i.1ed to achieve •• ·• "• 

(A/RES/1653(XVI),p.2) 

All this shows that the stand taken by the United States and its allies on the 

problem of nuclear disarmament is in flagrant contradiction with the aspirations of 

th~ peoples, who demand to see the danger of nuclear war banished onceand for all. 

By their words the leaders of the Western Powers also admit the necessity of 

eliminating this danger. Speaking before the United Nations ·Genera.l Assembly on 

25 September 1961, President Kennedy said: 

"Today, every inhabitant of this pla.ilet must contemplate the day · • 

wh~n . this planet may .no longer be habitable. Every man, woman and 

child ~ives under a nuclear sword , of Damocles, hanging by the 

slend~rest of · threads, capable of being cut at any moment by accident 

or mi~pa.lculation or by madness. The weapons of war must be abolished 

before they abolish us." (A/PV.l013,para. 50) 

. / 

But in i;ts deeds the United States does not supply a remedy and does not provide for 

effective measures to ban and abolish the most destructive of the tools of war - the 

nuclear weapon. Were we to follow the path indicated by the United States, and were 

its :._:;roposal implemented, at the end of what it .would call general and com-J?lete 

disarmament mankind would find itself confronted with the following si tUa.tion. All 

type~ of we~:~.pons, with the exception of the nuclear w·eapon, would have disappeared from 

the a:.:-sends; of States: the peoples would be freed from all other threats but wotild 

continue to live "under a. nuclear sword of Damocles". That is the paradox int'o ·-Y;hich 

we would. be. lep.. by impl.ementing the United States proposals. 

I leave it to the .· United States delegation to choose bet-ween the iron sword of 

Damocles of the fourth century. be-fore our era and the nuclear sword of Damocles of the 

twentieth century. I want to assure the United States del~gation that we do not choose: 

we struggle in o.rder to , smash up the two of them. 
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If we are all decided to .find a solution to the fundamental issue of present 
times -- the elimination of the nuclear menace -- then we must follow another path, 
the path of radical disarm~ent measures from the very first stage. That path is 
shown in the Soviet draft Treaty on General and Complete Disarmament under strict 
international control (ENDC/2/Rev.l and Corr.l). The elimination of all nuclear 
weapon vehicles, with the exception implied by the well-lmown Gromylto proposal 

(A/PV.ll27 provisional,p.38-40), is of a nature to cope adequately with the nuclear 

The Soviet Union is prepared to go still further. It is known that the Soviet 

delegation declared its readiness to transfer the nuclear disarmament measures from 

stage II to .stage I. At our meeting on 5 June, the representative of the Soviet Union, 
Ambassador Tsarapkin re-confirmed this by stating: 

"We now confirm once again the Soviet Union's readiness, if the · 
Western Powers agree, to transfer the whole of the measures ·. for the 
elimination of nuclear weapons, including the destruction of stoClti_Jile:s 

and the cessation of production, from stage II to stage I ... " (ENDC/PV.l40,p. 27) 

But, unfortunately, confronted .with such concrete and efficient measures, the 
United States delegation puts up proposals devoid of substance, of efficacy, which 
are far wide of our main target: general and complete disarmament and the removal of 
the danger of nuclear war. 

The Romanian delegation still expresses its hope that, taking into account the 
reasons aclduced here within the framework of our negotiations, taking into account the 
rapid evolution of the international situation and taking into account the will for peace 

vr~lich is ever more powerfully expressed by all the peoples of the world, the Western 
delee;ations and the United States delegation in particular will analyse the proposals 

made by the Soviet Union and, if they deem it necessa~, will submit additional thoughts 

and improvements which, however, should lead us towards one goal alone: the conclusion 
of the Treaty on General and Co~lete Disarmament. 

In his speech delivered on Monday at the American University in Tlashington - a 

speech which must be studied with all due attention -- :President Kennedy said inter alia: 

"••• that is the most important topic on earth: peace. 
'~eace need not be impracticable and war need not be inevitable. 
11 In short, both the United States and its allies, and the Soviet Union and its 
allies, have a mutually deep interest in a just and genuine peace and in halting 
the arms race. 
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"Our primary long-range interest in Genev:a, howev€r, is general and .complete 

disa.rm&me.nt~ ~. 

"But I also believe that we must re-examine our own attitudes -- as individuals 
and as a nation-- for our attitude is as essential as theirs"~ (ENDC/95) 
We hope that these thoughts of President Kennedy will make themselves felt immed-

iately in the attitude of the United States delegation. We a.re expecting this change 
of stand and we state that we _are prepared to examine, in a negotiating spirit, every 
constructive proposal~ 

Until then, however, it is necessary to go on and to discuss point. 5(e) of document 
ENDC/1/Add.J) ~ That does not meo.n that we could not come back to point 5(d) ., 
especially if the two co-Chairmen were to submit to us a jointly drafted text listing 
the conclusions they had arrived at~ 

Mr ~ BffiNS (Canada) : The Canadian delegation would like to associate itself 
with your remarks, Mr~ Chairman, concerning the very important speech made by President 
Kennedy on 10 June~ We are happy that the parts of that speech which relate to 
disarmament are to be made a document of this Conference~* The Canadian delegation 
feels that, besides the good news of the undertaking of discussions in I~foscow, which it 
is hoped will help to free us from the impasse on the cessation of nuclear tests, the 
confirmation which the President's address aff .Jrded of the goal of· disarmament and the 
determination to reach that goal is emphasis on the need for tolerance and understanding 
between the United States and the Soviet Union and their allies on both sides, to which 
the representative of Romania has just alluded. All of these points should impress 
us here and should be taken into account in our future negotiations~ We feel that 
this speech of President Kennedy's will become a historic text in the lengthening 
literature of disarmament. 

Today r · should like to make a few remarks on paragraph 5(d) of document ENDC/l/Add~3 
which we have under consideration~ I have been carefully studying the statement which 
was made by the" representative of the Soviet Union at our meeting on 5 June (ENDC/PV .140, 
pp~ 1e et seg.). In that statement he gave his views on the provisions for the reduction 
and eventual elimination of the nuclear weapon which are contained in the United States 
draft treaty (ENDC/30), anc he contrasted theo with the correspondinG provisions in the 
Soviet Union draft treaty (ENDC /2/Rev .1) • No one was surprised when :i:ir ~ T sara.pkin 

* Circulated as document ENDC/95~ 
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fourta ·the·-soviet·--union pr-oposals considerably superior to those of the United States, 

and we have' heard the same conclusions reached thie morning by the representatives of 

Czechoslovakia and Romania. I d.o not think that the Committee will be surprised that 

the Canadian delegation does not agree with Hr~ Tsarapkin' s arguments and conclusions, 

or a:~ least not .... all of them, and I shall try to explain1 why~ 

The first remark of Nr. Tsarapkin ·with which I inust take issue was when he said 

that the Western r-epresentative appeared to ~herish the concept that peace is being 

preserved with. the help of an atomic bomb. (E!IDC/PV.l407 p.24). He implied that we 

think that this state of aff.:drs shm1.ld go on for ever. It is rather tiresome to have 

to keep on rebutting the imputations of the Soviet delegation that the \lest is not 

since:;:-e in its commitment to the agreed principles of general and complete di::;e.rmament 

(ENDC/5). Paragraph '3(b) of tha-t· document, the agreed principles, calls for the 

elimination of all stockpiles of nuclear chemical and bacteriological and other weapons 

of mass destruction, and cessation of their production~ Paragraph 3( c) stipulates the 

elimination of all means of delivery of weapons of mass destruction. I say that we 

must protest against this notion which the r epresentative of the So7 iet Union has 

attrib:uted to Western represent~tives 7 tha-) is that peace is preserved by the atomic 

bomb. But nevertheless there is a concept which we can agree to and which it appears 

the Soviet Union agrees to 7 and that is t.hat for the present, and necessa~ily for some 

time into the future 1 the use of nuclear weapons in war is inhibited by the fact that 

both sides possess those weapons and the means of d elivering the~, and the relation 

of tbe quantities possessed by one_ side and the other is E:uch as to constitute a 

d et er::r: :mt to unleashing nuclear war. The quantitiQs are not necessarily equal, nor are 

the method by which they _are carried, their size, explo:::ive power, and so forth, 

necessa:dly sirnilan but each side ha.s enough weapons and the neans of delivering them 

to deter. 

L1r~ Tsarapkin referred to the elimination of nuclear weapon vehicles or, rather, 

their r eduction to a low l evel in balance, and pointed out the r elationship of that 

operation to the reduction and elimination of the nuclear weapon (ENDC/PV~l40 p.25) 

We recall that the Soviet Union has modified its original position that it would be 

possible to eliminate the da..'1ger of nucl ear war by a sort of totalitarian o~ catastrophic 

measure_ o£ d,estro;ying all nuclear weapon vehicles in one stage ~ It has modified that 

origi~al position by introducing what we refer to as the Grornyko proposal (A/PV.ll27 

prov::siom1l p. 38 - 40 ), which suggests that for the first two stages of disarmament the 

two s ides should maintain a minimal agreed nQ~ber of intercontinental balla stic missiles 

which would constitute a d eterrent to either side or to any other nation initiating 

nuclear war. 
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There is another phrase that I note in Br. Tsarapkin 1 s l'emarks, where he referred 
to our "purpose of eliminating or at le~st reducing the threat of a thermonucl-ear war~~~ It 
(ENDC/PV ~140 p~ 19) ~ We agree that· that 15 our purpose. We would put it a' little 
more precisely as the reduction of the threat of nuclear war as quickly ~s it can be 

effected, having regard to all the agreed principles for negotiating general and 
' . . ·: 

complete disarmarn(mt, and eventually the elinination of the threat of nuclear war 
altogether. 

So now we have a conclusion that what inhibits nuclear warfare at present, and must 
inhibit it for at least the first two stages of disarmacent and possibly into the third 
stage, is a balanced deterrent~ The Canadian delegation thinks it follows that a 
balance should be maintained also in nuclear woapons ru1d that the reduction of those 
weapons should be by stages and steps until mutual trust is established, when they can 
all be eliminated~ Perhaps this elimination could be done quite early in the process 
of disarmament if - and I repeat "if" -- anyone could demonstrate some completely · 
satisfactory means of verifying that all nuclear weapons had been destroyed~ 

. . 

The delegation of the ' United Kingdom has informed us that there are great technical 
· difficuHies in the way of verifying the elimination of all nuclear weapons and fissile 
material for their manufacture (ENDC/60). It is very hard, however an international 
disarmament organization might try, t6 be ·certain that no weapons-grade fissile material 
has been produced and ciru1destinely concealed. Hence, it is best to have a disarmament 
programme which will proceed by agreed stages and steps through reduction to elimination 
of nuclear weapons and nuclear weapon vehicles~ 

In that connexion we must recognize that proposals for the reduction and elimination 
of nuclear weapons must be shown to be technically sound~ Of all the measures which 
must be included in a programme of general and complete disarmament the elimination of 
nuclear weapons presents the greatest difficulty from the standpoint of assuring 
effective verification and compliance with the undertaking's which states assume~ The 
analysis of this problem which the United Kingdom has -given to' the Conference brings 

out the difficulties very clearly~ (ibid~) 

To date the representative of the Soviet Union and the representatives of the 
other socialist States have not seen fit to explain how the Soviet Union proposes 
to overcome those difficulties in implementing the provisions of its draft treaty~ 
«ntil that has been done adequately and fully we in the West will remain convinced that 
a gradual stage by stage approach to nuclear disarmament is the only feasible and 

practicable one~ 
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It seems to me that the first step which we in this Committee must take is to 

recognize the magnitude of the problem which we must solve~ "'ile believe that the 

Soviet Union itself recognizes the difficulties which are involved~ On 29 Hay the 

representative of the United Kingdom quoted (ENDC/PV~l38, p. 45) from the Soviet 

memorandum of 10 :day 1955 (DC/71 A!mex 15), which illustrates very well that it is not 

the West alone which appreciates the problems which will have to be faced. It was not 
the obstinate ;¥estern delegations which made the Soviet Union change its position in 

1955, but the obstinate facts of the case~ It is for that reason that we continue 

to hope that the Soviet Union will agree to participate in the tectu,ical study of these 

problems ; and in this connexion it is enc ouraging t o r ecall that in the Soviet draft 
disarr.tament treaty (A/4505) which was presented to the United Nations General Assenbly 

in 1960, there were provisions for joint studies of neasures relating t o the dis-

continuance of the 8anufacture of nuclear weapons and to the destruction of stockpiles 
of such weapons~ We hope that the r epresentative of the Soviet Union will confirm that 

his Government continues tc believe in the necessity for early study oy experts of how 
these measures are t o be acc0r:.plished in a safeguarded fashion~ 

A good deal of what the Soviet representative had to sr..y on 5 June (El'IDC/PV ~140 p~O)) 
r eferred t o the proposal in the United St2,tes draft treaty for the cut-off of production 

of fissile material of weapons grade (ENDC/30 pp~ 8, 23)~ I think no-one will disagree 
with the view that it would be stupid to start destroying fabricated atomic bombs or 
thermonuclear weapons while continuing to produce the fissile material for other such 
weapons. Therefore, we have t o c orrel ate provisions for the stopping of the production 
of these weapons and the fissile material for them with provisions for the actual 
destruction of mechanical components of the existing weapons and conversion of the f issile 

material they contain to peaceful uses~ 

We SE)e that, in view of t he r elationship between the neans of delivery and the 
nuclear weapon itself, their production must be c ontrolled and reduced and eventually 

stopped in related measure~ Also , the production of fissi l e materi~ for nuclear 
weapons should be stopped as soon as possible~ The question before us is: are the 

United States proposals the r.tost suitable to achieve those obj ectives or are the Soviet 
Union proposals the most suitabl e? Should it be done in one stage or step, or should 

it be done in several stages and .steps? If by several stages, how should oper ations 

be spread through the three stages of disarmament? 
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The representative of the Soviet Union objected (ENDC/PV ~l4C ) to the _Un.ited ~States 

proposal for the cut-off of the production of fissile r.~aterial - I am repeating in 
general terms what he said - because it would imply control or supervision over the 
nuclear production of other States by the United Kingdom and by the .United States, 

(ENDC/PV~l40 ~23) and that objection has been repeated today in the statements of the 

representatives of Czechoslovakia (supra1 pp~7 ej ooa) .: .. n~: of h.ononic(.suEra,p.l6). But 
th~t is not what those provisions imply precisely. Certainly, there must be control 
and ~upervision over nuclear production, because that is also provided for in the Soviet 
Union plan for the elimination of nuclear weapons in stage II; but the control --
and both sides agree upon this is to be exercised by the international disarmament 

organization~ That is not like control being exercised by one or two States out of 
all those who must participate in the eventual disarmament agreement~ But the main 
objection of the representative of the Soviet Union is that that control will be taking 
place when, as he says, no actual measures of disarmament are in being~ We would 

. . 
contest that statement because, according to .the United States plan, that control and 
cessation of production of nuc~ear material for weapons would take place when a 30 
per cent reduction of ~11 armaments was being effected and when production of all 
armaments would have ceased, except for small replacements. 

However, at thi,s point i;Ir~ Tsarapkin brings in the Soviet Union absession that 
the Western proposals are designed to obtain, through the operations of the inter-
national disarmament organization, military information which would be used by the 
West in carrying out a sUrprise strike in a preventive war against the Soviet Union~ 
We and other Western delegations have argued many times against this obsessive idea, 
which seems to block so nany of our efforts to devise disarmament measures with proper 
verification~ In this case we wonder even whether the Soviet Union's concern is 
really justified~ We recognize that in some .contexts the apprehensions of the Soviet 
Union authorities must be taken into account~ But I really wonder if the locations 
in the Soviet Union of the i~ense plants required for producing weapons grade material 

are .such a closely-guarded military secret after all these years of operation? I 
understand thatdittusian plants tend t o be measured in kilometres rather than in 

metres~ 

There is another point which J:;Ir~ Tsarapkin makes~ But before I go on to that, 

I should like to refer to the argument which was advanced by the representative of 
Czech~slovakia today, who said that if the operations of these nuclear material productfun 

plants were opened up to the inspectors of the international organization information 
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would be obtained which would amount of industrial espionage that it would be used 
to increase"thepc>wers of production of other States~ How that would be possible 
wbeti it' W:ou1d be lone as a consequence of an agreement to stop production of that 

material is not very clear to me, but the argument against industrial espionage, it 
seems to me, is not a good one for us to advance here. What is more important, 
keeping some possible industrial secretg or carrying out an effective measure of 

disarmament? 

To go oh to t.lie other point made by.Hr. Tsarapkin, he argues (ENDC/PV.l401 pp.20-2l) 
that because a very large quantity of fissile material has been produced by the United 

States then that country has no need for any more and is, as he says, in a position 
of saturation. Therefore, he says the proposal to stop production and to transfer i ~- ;-: 

50 metric tons of fissile material from weapons to non-weapons purposes is meaningless 

as a disarmament measure. There are two ways of looking at that proposition. The 

first is that the United States, having produced so much of the fissile material, wants 

to gain an advantage by stopping production by all nations at the present time~ The 
converse of that statement of the case is that the Soviet Union would regard it as a 
disadvantage unless it can continue production of this material until it, too, is in 
a position of saturation; Of course, we cannot really believe that that is what 

Mr~ Tsarapkin meant, although it would follow from his line of argument~ 
I must observe also that spokesmen for the Soviet Union have claimed that they 

have enough nuclear weapons to destroy the centres of production and population in 
practically all the United States and on the territory of its Western allies. 
Therefore, they must at least have enough now of nuclear weapons for a deterrent and 
have no need to manufacture any more~ In view of all those facts, it is a little 
difficult to understand why it should not be agreed to stop the production of fissile 

material in stage I. 
Another point which was made by the representative of the Soviet Union was that 

the amount of fissile material to be converted from weapons to non-weapons purposes 

is insufficient. But the United States delegation, in formulating its proposals, 

invited the Soviet Union delegation, if it was not satisfied with them, to make counter 

proposals. Presumably, if the Soviet Union thinks that the conversion of 50 tons to 
non-weapons purposes is insufficient, it would propose -- in private discussion if it 
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so desired -- how much more fissile material and how many nuclear weapons it thinks 

should be destroyed or converted to peaceful uses in the first stage~ Of course, 
the principle of the Grooyko proposal would require a certain number of nuclear 

weapons to be retained at least until the end of the second stage~ 
There is only one more point that I should like to make, which arises out of the 

statement made by the representative of Romania (supra. p.20). I understood him to say 
in connexion with the destruction or elimination of nuclear weaFons tha~ at the end of 

the. third stage all weapons would be eliminated from national arsenals excep-t; nuclear 

weapons~ He said that that was a bad state of affairs, and I agree that it would be 
if it were so. But, of course, in the third stage provisions for the elimination of 
nuclear weapons in the United States outline of basic provisions, paragraph C(l), it is 
said tha.t I 

"In the light of the steps taken in stages I and II to halt the production 
of fissionable material for use in nuclear weapons and to reduce nuclear weapons 
stockpiles, the Parties to the Treaty would eliminate all nuclear weapons 
remaining at their disposal, would cause to be dismantled or converted to peaceful 
use all facilities for production of such weapons, and would transfer all materials 
remaining at their disposal for use in such weapons to purposes other than use in 
such weapons~ 11 (ENDC/30, pp~ 29, 30) 

That makes it clear, I think, that the United States proposals are for the complete 
elimination of nuclear weapons and nuclear weapon materials in national arsenals ~ 

Sir · Paul MASON (United Kingdom): Bef~re I turn to my main theme perhaps I 
may just say how ouch we in the United Kingdom have welcomed the lofty, imaginative 
and statesmanlike address of President Kennedy before the American University at 
Washington, and how much we welcome also the proposal that the major portions of that 
address should be circulated to us as a conference document* so that we may have the 
opportunity of studying the President's wise words in greater detail and also may have 
his remarks before us as an inspiration to the work of this Conference~ I was very 

glad to note that our Romanian colleague seemed to approve of this procedure also~ 
I think it is desirable and even necessary that I should return this morning to 

the issues raised at our meeting on 29 l.1Iay (ENDC/PV~l38, p~ 38 et seq) by the. leader of 
my delegation, Mr~ Godber, in discussing point 5 (d) of our agreed agend~ (ENDC/l/Add~3) 
and to some of the points he made in support of his statement in drawing upon the 
United Kingdom paper entitled "The technical possibility of international control of 
fissile material production", which has been before us since August 1962. (ENDC/60)~ 

_ .,. _j_ _ 3 __ ..:~ _ ______ .J.. T."t'llt.'l"n/'1 /nr:. · 
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As I say, it is desirable and necessary that I should do so, in view of the response, 

if it can properly be called a response, which i':Jr~ Godber' s statement elicited from 

the Bulgarian representative on 5 June (ENDC/PV~l401 pp~9 et ,seq.) fran the Soviet 

representative both _then and on 10 June (ENDC/PV ~142 ) , and f:ron our 
Czechoslovak and Romanian colleagues today (suEra.p.8 & p.l5)~ I think I should 

mention in passing that I fear I cannot agree with the proposal our Romanian colleague 
made to us (supra, p~ 23) to the effect that the time had now come to move on to 
point 5(e) of our agreed agenda~ In fact, I think I could only explain such a 
proposal as being based on either the inability or the unwillingness of our Eastern 

European colleagues to consider the technical problems involved in nuclear disarmament 
which were the basis of what the leader of my delegation said on 29 May~ 

On 5 June the Bulgarian representative said: 

"Briefly, this is what the United Kingdom representative said in this 

connexion~ First, the Western Powers do not believe that it will be possible to 
establish effective control on the measures they propose in the field of nuclear 
disaroament, even if that control were organized in accordance with their demands 
and within the frame-work of their own draft~ Secondly, the Western Powers doubt 

the efficacy and the real scope of their own measures~" 
Mr~ Christov went on to say: 

(ENDC/PV~l40, p. 9 ) 

"A study of the United Kingdom representative's "very technical" statement 
on 29 lAay gives the very clear iopression that all his arguments lead to one 

conclusion,-- I would even say to the single conclusion-- that nuclear disarmament 
is unrealizable -- that it is a dangerous illusion~ The United Kingdom repres-
entative has done everything in his power to convince us that the so-called 
nuclear disarmament measures provided for in the United States draft are 
ineffective and could in no way lead to the elimination or reduction of the 
nuclear danger"~ (ibid~% p~ 11) 
In so saying, our Bulgarian colleague suggesteC: i.n fact that Lir~ Godber took the 

view,firstly, that it was no use trying t o achieve nuclear disarmament and1 secondly, 
that incidentally the proposals to that end c ontained in the United States draft treaty 

outline {ENDC/30) were of no value~ I1~~ Christov then suggested that the second of 
these views was correct but that the first was incorrect,since under the Soviet 

proposals: 
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11Tl.1ere is. no q1.1ostian ... thot ••• t:ll the quoations, including thosC!I connootod with 

control nn~1 verificotion1 coul(1 be sott1G:;.1". (g.~cLFv .140, p.ll) 
That latter standpoint was of course \varmly endorsed by our Soviet colleage both on 
5 and 10 June (tlbjc1. p.24;ENDC/PV.l42) as it has been again today by our Czechoslovak 

and Romanian colleagues. 
The Committee will probably have realized that those somewhat sweeping assertions 

by our Eastern European colleagues were arrived at without aqy serious analysis of the 
arguments contained either in document ENDC/60 or in Mr. Godber 1s statement on 29 ¥~y 
(ENDC/PV.l38). I do not think I could justifiably admit that they had either dis-

proved or, indeed, tried seriously to question the technical basis underlying both that 

paper and that statement. Indeed, I think it would be difficult for them to do so 1 

at least without careful stuqy and analysis, for after all this is a field in which we 
in the United Kingdom have had a considerable degree of technical experience. 

Therefore let me put the case again as we see it -- and I shall restate the 
argument in ve~ simple language. If what our working paper (ENDC/60) says is true, 
then we cannot account accurately for past production of fissile material. If we 
cannot account for past production, we cannot account for present stocks. If we 

cannot account for present stocks, we can never be sure that stocks have not been 

hidden away either as fissile material or as warheads or components of warheads. If 
neither side can be sure that the other has no nuclear warheads, then neither side 
will be prepared co~letely to disband its nuclear deterrent so long as it is its 
sole protection ag~inst a surprise nuclear attack. Therefore, how can there be total 
nuclear d.isa:-rm¥lent until some alternative form of security - which to our mind can 
only be effective peace-keeping machine~ -- has been devised and proved effective? 
Nation States might take some risks over some things but they are going to take no 
risks when it comes to eliminating nuclear weapons. 

Our Soviet colleague asserted on 5 June that the nuclear disarmament measures 
proposed by the Soviet Union 

"have as their main aim the elimination of the threat of a nuclear missile 
war". (ENDC/Py.l40,p.213 ) 

That may be their aim. What I want to lm.ow is how that aim is in fact going to be 
achieved under the present provisions of the Soviet draft treaty. No Soviet 

representative at· this Conference has ever told us. Our Soviet colleag~e did not tell 
us on 5 June: he merely ·asserted that real nuclear disarmament could be achieved "if 
we adopted the provisions contained in the Soviet draft treaty on general and complete 
disarmament" (ibid •• p.u.). That assertion was made again this morning by our 
Czechoslovak and Romanian colleagues. 
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I think I have -to speok on this subject quit~ bluntly. That_ claim is and will 
remain only so many words until it has been proved to this Committee that these Soviet 

measures 1 and in particular the verification measures, such as they are, proposed in 

article 22 of the Soviet draft treaty (ENDC/2/Rev~ 1, pp. 16, 17) would ensure that 
after nuclear disarm~~ent was supposed to have token place no State could possibly 

hide and retain significant quantities of fissile materials for weapons purposes, 

whether in the form of warheads or in some other form, either from its .current or, 

far more important, from its past production~ 

We in the United Kingdom do not believe that any measures will at present be able 

to provide a 100 percent guarantee against this possibility~ That is why i.U'. Godber 

suggested on 29 liay (ENDC/PV.l38, pp~ 44 1 45) that if further technical studies, in 

which we should be glad to participate, show that we are right in our technical appraisal, 
' then certain conclusions will hnve to be faced realistically by the Committee~ Perhaps 

I may say at this point that I hnve gathered that our colleague from India has seemed 

to agree with our technical appraisnl because I remember 7 and the Committee will no 

doubt recall, that he said on 7 June 19621 
"Such technical advice as I have taken in this matter -- and it is of a high 
order -- informs me that science at present knows no way of being sure that all 
nuclear weapons have been detected and destroyed~ There is no way at present, 

-- no way at nll~ I stnte this quite bluntly because I think we have to face 
that fact: that there is no way now in which we cnn be sure that all these 

nuclear weapons will have been located and destroyed11 ~ (ENDC/PV ~51, PP• 24, 25) 
It is true that our Indian colleague subsequently referred to what in his view were 

certain countervailing £actors, and I am sure that we should want to examine those 
factors at a future meeting~ But tl.e point I want to stress now is that our Indian 

colleague said -- and I r epeat the above quotation 11 I think we have to fnce that fact: 
that there is no way now in which we can be sure that all these nuclenr weapons will 

have been located and destroyed"~ 
Perhaps I oay remind the Committee again that Ur~ Jacob r.1alik, in 1955 agreed with 

our technical appraisaL A_s the Committee will r ecall, among other things Hr. r,1n,lik 

said -- and I am not going to . apologize for quoting again from his statement --
;'Thus there are possibilities beyond the reach of international control 

for evading this control and for organizing the clandestine manufacture of atomic 
and hydrogen weapons, even :if ther e is n, formal agreement on international 

control" (DC/71~ Annex 15, p. 18) 
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Theref'o~e, I subinit ·tna.t if our Soviet colleague wishes to convince the Committee.< that 

tl1e Soviet Union has, as he alleged·, "approached this problem with all the necessnry 

seriousnesl3". (ENDC /PV .140, · p~ 28 ·}, then.· he must prove and not merely suggest that 

i:ilr. ii!alik was wrong in 1955; that :t,Ir, Lall was wrong in June 1962 and that we in the 

United Kingdom are wrong in our dQcument ENDC/60~ 

This morning l nhou:td ::.ike to ask our Soviet colleague the following questions 

which I hope he will be ready to answer in the near future. 

The first quest:'.on is this o Does i.'ir ~ !.Ialik' s statement in 1955 ·still represent 

the· considered view ef the Soviet Government? 

The second question is this. Does the Soviet Government agree with.the·teclmi~al 

analysis 11.t'"1d conclusions. of the .United Kingdom working ·paper (E:t-.'DC/60)? In other : .• ,, 

words; does the Soviet Govern,rhent agree,:. cbnc~rniilg current production, that such, 

production can only be accounted for to between 1 and 2 per cent for plutonium.and'-to 

about 1 per coni/ for- u:ra...'iium-235? Further, does the SovietGovernment agree that con-

cern:ing past prbdu6tion f'o control organization could no-t guarantee the accuracy· of.':its 

ac:::6·mts to within lD ·t6 15 per cent in the case of plutonium, cmd to within 15 to, 20 

:per ~r~nt in the case of: the production of uz:a:iliwn-235: or, if it could be pr.ov:ed.that· 

the rec·ords of' electl":iCity Supply to the gaseous diffusion plants had' no'i:, beO.Il. fal$j.fie.). 1 

to within•some5 to·l.O;per cent~ 

Does the Soviet Government agree with our conclusions or doesit.Bot.?-

. Tho.:se. are my two basic questions. If the answers to tlwse tw:o ba-sic, qu~stions 

are in the negative, then I ask cur Soviet c·oll:eague to answer tb.e followi;ng .q:uestio;ns,. 

arising out of ther: ~ 

First , will he exp'lain to the Conunitt~e )Y'ha-:1; has occurred during the -!3ight,years 

since JAr~ Halik's st.atement in"~;955 to ehable the Soviet Government .. to .change its. i 

view? 

Second, will he submit to the Commit-tee a detailed technical ap.alysis: by ~he_ · 

Soviet Government, as authorata:Hve. as the United f(ingdom wo:rk,ing .paper (:ENJ)C/60), 

showing clearly VThy and in what way the Soviet Government <:lis.agrees w:;ith the technical 

analysis and conclusions of .. the: United Kingdoh). paper? · 

If on the other hand, tr.he a.nswer..s to li!Y original two basic questions are in the 

affirmative, then I ,shoul:d like t.o ,ask our -Soviet colleag1fe to answer the followin.g. 

further questions. 
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First, does the Soviet Government agree that it would be possible for nuclear 
Powers, after tho completion of stage II of the Soviet draft treaty, to retain illegally 

and clandestinely at least 10 per cent and perhaps 20 per cent of their existing 

quantities of fissile material for we:apons purposes, either in its pristine state or 
fabricated in nuclear weapons or as weapons components? And would the Soviet Government 

agree that such a quantity of fissile material is sufficient for a quite considerable 
nuclear war? 

Second, can the Soviet TJnion propose any convincing alternative to the proposition 

advanced by iVir. Godber on 29 :ii'Jay (ENDC/PV .138, p .41) that it may well be impossible to 

achieve complete total nuclear disarmament until we can establish peace-keeping machinery 
which can be relied on to deal adequately and effectively with the threat to the 

security of states posed by the possibility of clandestinely retained nuclear warheads 
and fissile matarial for weapons purposes? 

I have very nearly finished, but I just want to add two quite simple thoughts. 

The first is this: it is of course perfectly possible for all of us to live in drr.rur 
worlds of our own, but a dream world in which people believe that nuclear weapons and 

. fissile material cannot be retained illegally and clandestinely is positively d~~gerous. 

A world in which this actually occurred when total nuclear disarmament was supposed to have 
taken place not only would be a hideous nightmare but would be a hideous reality with 
suspicion, uncertainty and fear mounting on all sides. 

Our Soviet colleague himself quoted on 5 June from a speech by lvlr. Y..hrushchev made 
in July 1962 in which the Soviet leader said: 

"The explosive for~e of only one powerful hydrogen bomb is many times 
greater than that of all the explosives used in all the wars in history, 

including the First and Second World Wars." (ENDC/PV.l40, p.18) 
.And ou::- Soviet colleague reminded us that Mr. Khrushchev also said that in a nuclear war 

"· •• it is the civilian population that will be the first victim 
of the weapons of mass annihilP,tion just a few thermonuclear 
bombs are capable of wiping out not only enormous industrial centres 

with populations of ma.>1y millions, but whole countries." (ibid) 
Who would disagree with that? But there A:r. Khrushchev points out the fundamental 

difficulty of the Soviet case. If, as he is obviously right in tell~ng us, these 
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weapons are -so '(feB.dfy, ··a.nd if a sh.gle one of them contains as much explosive pow·er as 
all the explosives used by both sides in the last war, then the Soviet Government must 
show us how we can ali be certain -- wd nothing less than certainty will do where 
these terrible weapons are concerned-- thatneither side will be able to retain any of 
these weapons or their ' components, or the capability of making them~ during the first 

weeks of a so-called conventior.al war. And in order to prove that our Soviet colleague, 
I submit, must make out a detailed technical case which refutes the United Kingdom 
working paper (ENDC/60). 

My second and last point is this: to point out that there are great difficulties 
in reaching a. desired goal is not, as our EasterriEuropea.n colleaguer; seem to think, to 
dispute the desirability of reaching it. There was one thing which I could accept in 
what our Czechoslov~ colleague said this morning, and it was his remark that "tacts 
are inascap.:Jble 11 (supra., p. 9 ) • IndeeQ. . they are, and not the least stubborn things 
are technical facts. But surely these difficulties are not to suggest that a goal 
should not be reached. These difficulties are a challenge to all of us to pool ou~ 
efforts and to co-operate in studies of how to minimize the difficulties and thereby to 
make the goal easier to reach. That is what Jl&r, Godber asked for on 29 May (ENDC/PV.l38, 
p.48) and that is what I ask for again .today. 

Mr. de CASTRO (Brazil) (translation from Fran~): I shall be very brief, but 
I should nevertheless like to crave the attention of members of the Committee for a few 
minutes in order to rdad out to them an official communique which the 1-d,nistry of Foreign 
Affairr; of my country published this morning in the light of the very significant events 
which have lately taken place within the context of the questions we are examining and 
which give us reason to hope for positive results of our concerted efforts to guarantee 
a stable peace for the world. 

This is the text I should like to read to you: 
"The Brazilian Government, which has protested consistently against 

all nuclear tests, irrespective of the circumstances, welcomes with enthusiasm 
and hope the idea of a.n early meeting of representatives of the nuclear Powers 
with a view to the conclusion of an agreement on the final cessation of such 
tests. 
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"Realizing the difficulties in the way of the conclusion of 

a treaty on general and complete disarmament, the Brazilian Government 

continues to urge, both at Geneva and in New York, the need for an 

irmnediate nuclear cease-fire and the adoption of measures designed to 

prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons through the progressive 

establishment of denuclearized zones. 

"It is against this background that the Brazilian proposal for 
the condemnation of these tests (General Assembly Resolution 1762 (XVII)), 
and the Brazilian plan for the denuclearization of Latin .America, should 

b . d 1/ e v1.ewe .-
"The Brazilian Government cannot fail to support wholeheartedly the 

fresh move by the nuclear Powers, as it sup,orts the recent declaration 

by thirty African Heads of State concerning the denuclearization of 

.AfricrJ:./ and the proposal submitted at Geneva last !~ionday by the delegations 
of Ethiopia, Nigeria and the United Arab ~epublic concerning new bases for 
negotiation on nuclear tests)/ 

"On several occasions the Brazilian Government has expressed the view 

that the differences of opinion on the cessation of nuclear tests which 
still divide the two parties are negligible and almost without significance. 

"It appeals to the nuclea.r Powers that they should undertake and 
conduct their future negotiations bearing i n mind the vital interes.ts of 

mankind and not only the alleged interests of their security. The 

B.razilian Government is convinced that this notion of security is today 
indissolubly liru~ed with the idea of peace. It considers that the 

carrying out of nuclear tests is a flagrant violation of the oft-expressed 

will of the General Assembly of the United Nations and that it is contra;ry 

to the interests of international peace and security. 11 

That is all I had to say. 

1/ Circulated as document ENDC/87 

~ Circulated as document ENDC/93/a ev.l 

1/ Circulated as document ENDC/94 
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Mr. rsi~.:U.APKIN (Union of SoYiet Socialist Republics) (trar.:-:;lation from Ru~sia...'l); 
- .·· .:i.~ K<O·------· -

I wlsh to e.vail.mi;scfr· of tho right to i·eply to ·~:1~ rcp7:·e::::.m-~::ttivc of Canada, Mr. Bu:.:nz. 

To,la:r Mr. Burns'pr6tested here against, as he put it, our at·hributing to the Wes""ern 

Po~vo:r.-s ·;;he not:.on tLd; pe<..ce is preserved b} the ato~ic bomb (s·.m~a, P• 24 ) • In 

collfi~mation of tb.is ho ci"ijcr'~ ce:rtn.h;. p:roYi.siona of the We:::tern draft disarma;;1ent 

treaty (ENDC/30) whir;a aEegcC:.ly show ~ila·b the Westen, Pow.}:;.·:.. ::...re frepar~J to agl.·ee to 

of Bade Provisions of a 'i'rec.ty on C~nGr2.J. and Co!IryL~t:> Di.saruament in a Peaceful World 

give Hr. Burns absolut-ely no ground~ :!:or it Pnd fully eonfi:r;n what we have ss.:l.ti on t.t:~s 

score. 

Let us look !.l.t the favts. First, \va should lil:a to dra~v Mr. Burns' attention·l;o 

the fe.ot that in the United States cutline of bb.::>ic provision~ of n. tr.eaty on' dfsar:'nament 

there is nd concretely formulated provision for the liquidation of all nuclear wee,pon 

stockpile.s in tho fb!'Ill of a distinct obligation. In tho prenmble to the United States 

outline' only its purpose is procla~.med, but throughout the ~hole draft treaty, however 

scrupulously you may study it; nowhere will you find a..'1y con~rete indications ol how 

thi3 purpose is to be achieved. Furthermore, it follows fro~ the UniteG. Sta·~es ou·~line 

oi n. o.l.s.:t:."mament tree.-'0)" t.ha.t the qu0stion of the d.es-'oj::uction of nuclear vcapon stccl.:pilcs 

i:J not- solve1 in a definite and H.P.cond:l.tional way by the treaty it~elf ~ ond S·~ate:> ,.,.o,11r.::. 

not assume under this treaty an uncondHionnl obligation in regard to t!lo prohibit:i.on of 

nuclco,r weapons and their cornpleto elimination. 

t can reed to you straight 'out. from the actual text of the Uniteti states doctunent 

what is provided for in the first sto,te in re~pect of nuclca:;: dh;ar:nament: 
. ' 

"'i'he Pcrties to ·0he T'reaty would agree to examine remaining unre~olved 

questions rGlating to the rrwan~ of accor.;.plishing in. st~.gcs II ~nd III tlie 

red.uction end eventual elimination of nuclE:a::' weapons uto~Jkpiles. 

light of this cxa.'nination ·bl1e Po,rtf~s tci the Trca·~y would ag:.·ee to 

a~ran~ement:::: concernir.g nuclear wea.pons stockpile.s. :r 

Ir~ the 

:!: ~i.·c.w your attention to th,., wordbg that the questicn of the destruCtion of nuclear 

weapon s~.joc~~pilcs is first to he examined by experts and then c. decision on this 

quection 'W-ould be taken in the Egr.t cf this ej;:amin::1tio:• by cxper'~;;. 
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So, under the United States , ou:tline, in the first stage of disarma.Llent this 

question is to be examined by experts an.d, in the light of this examination, the parties 

to the treaty would agree to arrangements .concerning nuclear weapon stockpiles. In 

other words, after the treaty has come into force and the implementation of measures 

for .general. and complete disarmament has begun, the experts . are to decide whether or 

not it is possible to destroy nuclear weapon stockpiles, and if it is possible-- to 

what extent they should he destroyed. That is what the United states Outline of 

Basic :Provisions of .a Treaty on General and Complete Disarmament actually provides fo-r, 

lvir. Burns. But what if by the end of the first stage the experts fail to reach a . 

unanimous decision? What will hap} en then, l>ir. Burns? In such a case, of course, 

under the United States disarmament outline, the problem of the destruction of nuclear 

weapqns will remain unsolved. This is absolutely indisputable and in fact this 

question will be drop )ed from the agenda. As far back as a year ago the United states . 

represen:ta~ive, :Mr. Dean, frankly said so • . I shall quote his words so that you, 

11r. Burns, may- also keep them ~n mind: · 

"Until the nuclear experts devised means for safely controlling the 

reduction and elimination , of nuclear stockpiles no nation would •••• permit 

the reduction of its own stockpiles to lower levels-~to say ·nothing of the 

complete elimination of the nuclear weapons in its stockpiles." 

(ENDC/PV.ll, PP· 12,13) 

Moreover, Ivir. Dean emphasised that until the studies of . the . experts have produced 

a solution to the problem of devising means by which the elimination of nuclear weapons 

could in effect be verified, the United States cannot conclude an agreement uncondition-

ally providing . for the elimination of .nuclear weapons. 

E~~/PV.ll, p.ll. 

I have quoted these words from 

Thus it turns out t~at under tbe United State s outline not only will there b~ no 

prohibition of nuclear weapons but even the elimina~ion of their stockpiles is unlikely 

ever to take J>lace. 

The experience of the negotiations on such a comparativ:ely simple question as that 

of the discontinuance of nuclear weapon tests shows very clearly how the Western Powers 

use various technical questions and meetings of experts in order to drag out the 

negotiations endlessly and to prevent the achievement of an agreement. 
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.An analysis of the statements made by . ~he representatives . o~ : .• ~he Unite~ st.~t.es and 

the United Kingdom on the ,question of nucle~r d,isarmament at our recent meetings shows 

not only that they still stand on their old positions, but that they are even more 

resol~tely opposing the prohibition and elimination of nuclear weapons. This was 

revealed today in a particularly . eloquent manner in the whole ser.~es of q~~;si;ion~ which . 

were poured out onto the Conference table, as from o. horn of plen~y, by Sir J;.>aul M(:l.son 

(supra,w.29 et s.) .Wh:!il ,str.ikes us first of all is the fact that the Western re~resentativ.e.s, 

without even waiting for the results of the experts 1 examination ment.ioned in the Uniii:e4 

states outline_ of basic provis~ons on disarmament, tell us that _it is impos~ible . to 

verify the cessation of the production and _the elimination of the. stockpiles of nuclear 

weapons and that, consequently :the question of. th,e prohibition and elimination_. of 

nuclear weapons cannot be solved positively. 

us all the time today. 

That is what Sir Paul. Llaso~ was ::tell~ng 

It is not difficult to see that such a negative approach to ;ve,rifip.ation of the 

ces ~ation of the production of fissionable materials and the elimination of nu,clef.!f; ~·- · 

weapon stockpiles was needed by Mr. Godber and Sir Paul Mason merely to justify in 

some way the Western Powers 1 reJection of nuclear disarmament altogether. 

nothing more than that. Here is what _mr. Godber said: 

" ••• we a;re unlikely to be able to achieve total nuclear disarmoment 

until we c~ establish adeq~ate and effective peace-making machipery." 
(ENDC/PV .138, . p.41) 

It . is 

: -_ ' 

This means that, on the one hand, they t&:lk of the impo,ssibi:J,ity c,f . nuclear 

disarmament, linkin~ ~t with the impossibility of verifying stockpiles, and particularly 

stockpiles of previously produced fissionable materials. 9n :the other h~4, . in_ .order 
.. . ..... ... ~ ---~ .. ... · .. -~-- . .. ... ' .. . 

to leave no loophole, no possibility for agreement on 'his question, . they back .up this . :·!:; . . .·. .. -. .. . . . ' .· . . . . 

negative view also frolll another angl~ . py saying thai; it will . not be pqssible -to achieve 

nuclear disarmament until adequate and effective forces have been established for . . . .. . . : . . ' . . 

maintaining peace, or as Mr. Godber put it, until we can estabUsh ."pE!ace,-mQkin_g _ 

machinery" • Further Mr. Godber said: 
l . . . . 

II ••• such machinery would have _to be sufficiently eff'ective tc;> deal 

with, among other. _things, a situation in which the securt.ty of. one . or ; 

more states was threatened by . the ~etentic;m by ano_ther Stf:i.t~ ,o,r St~t.e ,s _ 

",\' • ~ --. i 

·. r· 
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of some : ••.• weapons-grade fissile material from either their current 

or, even more serious, from their past production." · (ibid, ..P..-47) 

What in fact do these statements by the United Kingdom representatives mean? I 

think that the answer is clear to everyone. First, the Western Powers have already 

decided beforehand for themselve s that nuclear weapons should be kept, as before, in 

the armaments of States. That is the first conclusion. The second conclusion is 

that from the hands of the armed forces of individual States or groups of States nuclear 

weapons will, perhaps, pass into the hands of the so-called international armed forces 

and, moreover, in such quantities as to enable those international armed forces to use 

them against the mythical danger of nuclear weapons secretly retained by a State or 

several States. Here. is the third conclusion: the Western Powers assume that the 

international armed forces will have the right to use nuclear weapons in their police 

operations and, consequently, in the plan of the Western Powers, there is no question at 

all of any real prohibition of nuclear weapons or of their complete destruction and. 

prohibition. 

:Mr. STELi:..E (United States of .America): The Soviet representative, addressing 

General Burns, sa~d . this morning (supra, p. 37 ) that there was no provision for the 

elimination of stockp~les of nuclear weapons in the Western plan, and at first he 

seemed to base that on a provision in the United States plan which calls . in stage I for 

an exruninatiot:t of: . 

. " •• ~ ·UJ;l;r,esol ved 9.uestions relating to the means of accomplishing in Stages 

II and III the. reduction and eventual elimination of nuclear weapons 

stockpiles." (ENDC/30, p.lO, para. C(6)) 

The Soviet representative claimed that, since that study was called for in stage I, at 

the time of the treaty nothing would ho.ve been undertaken in that study and that, there-

fore, nothing would have been done along those lines. I should merely like to recall 

to the Soviet representative a statement which I made as recently as 15 May, when I said: 

"We ••• believe. that the best approach to the problem of the final complete 

elimination of nuclear weapons should be to attack and resolve jointly the 

technical issues surrounding the problem of verifying the elimination of 

those weapons. Such an approach, we believe, need not necessarily await 
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It could begin as soon as delegations 

felt themselves clearly prepared to unde'rtake the necessary studies." 

(ENDd/PV ~132 ·, p.37) 

In repeating that statement, l would say that it 'is clear that the offer stands. 

Further, in stage III of the United States plan there is a clear provision for 

the elimination of nuclear weapon stockpiles. The relevant paragraph reads as follows: 
···! : 

"In ligh-t of the steps taken in Stages I and II to halt the 

production of fissionable material for use in nuclear weapons and to 

reduce nuclear weapons stockpiles, the Parties to the Treaty would 

eliminate all nuclear weapons remaining at their disposal, would cause 

to be dismo.ntled or converted to -peaeeful use all facilitias for "' ··· 

production of such weapons' . arid woUld transfer all materials remaining 

at their disposal for tise '' in such weapons to purposes otlier than use in 

such weapons." (ENDC/36, - pp~29j30, para. C (1)) 

I submit that there is a clear provision in the United States outline for the 

elimination of nuclear weapons stockpiles. 

The Soviet representative has referred to the . extremely important question whether 

or not -- and, if so, when -- nuclear weapons should be made available to the inter-

national peace force. The position of the United st'ates delegation on this qu~stion 
is well known. We do not 'take a firm p~si·tion that: nuclear weapons should be ~~~ . · 
available to the international peace force, or a firm position on the time when they 

should be made available 'if they are. We do say· that a decision on this vital question-

vital and important for reasons adduced so well by the United Kingdom representative 

today (supra,p.Jl) -- should be reached only after the most careful study, reflection 

and negotiation. 

Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from Russian): 

I shall be very brief. What has just been said by the United States representative, 

Mr. Stelle, fully confirms what I have said. He "·as unable to refute a single word. 

He read out a passage from a provision contained in the United states outline for 

stage III of disarmmnent, but I draw your attention to the fact that that provision --- ···--· · · · 

begins with the statement: "In the light of the steps token in stage -' t ~ •• " 
(ENDC/PV.30, p.29). But what steps are to be taken in stage I? The question of nuclear 
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weapon stockpiles is to be examined, and afterwards the solution of this question would 
be dealt with in the light of this examination. So you have the complete circle. I 
should like to draw attention once more to Mr. Stelle's last sentences when he said that 

on the question of mcl~ing nuclear weapons available to the international peace force 
the United States itself had not yet taken a final firm position. This fact by itself 
shows that the United States outline does not provide for the complete prohibition of 
nuclear weapons, their elimination from the arsenals of States and the destruction of 
their stockpiles. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communigue: 
"The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament today 

held its one hundred and forty-third plenary meeting in the Palais des 
Nations, Geneva, under the chairmanship of rv;r. Lall, the representative of 
India. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of India, Czechoslovakia, 
the United States, Romania, Canada, the United Kingdom, Brazil and the Soviet 
Union. 

"The delegation of the United states submitted a document containing 
excerpts from the address by President Kennedy on peace delivered in 
Washington on 10 June 1963.* 

"The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Friday, 
14 June 1963 7 at 10.30 a-.in." 

The meeting rose at 1.25 p.m. 

* Circulated as document ENDC/95 




